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Concerning Proposed Development on the Historically Registered Block of The Castle/Hotel Green - 
 
How is it that one of Pasadena’s top three architectural treasures, The Castle Green and The Hotel 
Green, designated on The National Registry of Historic Places – the whole city block, from Fair Oaks to 
Raymond Avenues, Dayton to Green Streets – is yet again being threatened by the developer Goldrich 
& Kest, who plans to build an eleven-level structure, rising seven stories above ground right in front  
of Pasadena’s iconic Victorian gem, and has the hubris to call their development Colonel Green’s         
“1903 Vision?” 
 

This view from Fair Oaks of The Castle Green… 
 

 

 
This current 124-year-old-view from Fair Oaks of The Castle Green with its iconic turrets will be blocked out 
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…will be replaces with something like this: 
 

 
 
…Glass, steal and sprayed-on stucco.                     
 
And an iconic “postcard” view of Pasadena for 124 years gone in the blink of an eye, for another 
towering high-rise mixed-use development. 
 
When Goldrich & Kest claim to be completing Colonel Green’s 1903 vision, take a closer look at the 
vision of Colonel Green’s from the building they will be shrouding from view. 
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This kind of detail, shown here on the western turret of Castle Green, was Colonel Green’s Vision! 
 
Look at the surface work, the varied window framing, the wrought iron…   
 

     

 
The current 124-year-old view of Castle Green and its iconic turrets seen from Fair Oaks and the western half of Old Pasadena will be 
entirely obscured by this towering new proposed development, and several century old trees cut down. 

 
A 124-year-old “postcard” view soon to be shrouded by a wall of glass and sprayed-on stucco, four 
floors of subterranean parking, on an eleven-level mixed use development, seven stories above 
ground level right in front of this Victorian architectural gem, our Pasadena heritage, if G & K have 
their way.  
 
And what’s to happen to the 100-year-old trees? 
 
And what are the seismic implications – something to be particularly mindful of, given the status of 
the beloved Pasadena Public Library – of digging a four-story deep hole a few hundred feet from our 
iconic treasures? The Hotel Green has already had scaffolding up for several years because of a 
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crumbling façade, which Goldrich & Kest, the current owner (of The Hotel Green, not the Castle 
Green), has done little more than build a scaffolding to remediate; and now several years of 
scaffolding, they have done little more than covered the façade with mess, rather than repair it 
supposedly.  If they want to carry forward Colonel Green’s 1903 Vision, start by taking care of the 
actual Colonel Green 1903 building they already own, which has been entirely gutted by them of most 
original detail, as they have shown little custodial integrity to its interior, or exterior – two of the 
domes are missing on their roof (replace them!), the detailed façade has crumbled all over their 
property and they do little or nothing to preserve or restore any of it.  And now they want to dig a 
four-story deep hole and slap up a new eleven-level building a hundred feet from a historically 
registered building already in their possession that’s literally crumbling. 

And why is this project being rushed through City Hall, during Covid, when public comment, if the 
public even knows to comment, and opposition is being allocated to email and zoom calls? 

And why the accelerated review process, with the SCEA omitting or minimizing many CEQA areas of 
review?  Why is Goldrich & Kest in such a hurry to jump the line to build this new towering high-rise 
development, putting their neighbors in permanent shade, when they fail to adequately maintain 
their current holdings in Colonel Green’s true vision – realized in brick and mortar – in 1903, The 
(now crumbling, under their watch) Hotel Green. 

Do the good people of Pasadena even know this is happening?  That an iconic building, used in murals 
and postcards for well over a century to represent Pasadena – with its towering castle turrets a symbol 
of our city – is soon to be dominated from view from the western half of Old Pasadena and Fair Oaks 
– the main artery into and out of Old Pasadena – by an eleven-level, seven story, towering apartment 
block, to be built on a historically registered site, whose historic designation extends beneath the 
actual footprint of this development, from Fair Oaks to Raymond, from Green to Dayton.  How is that 
even legal?

I whole-heartly stand in opposition to this development, 

David Woodbury 

Third Generation Pasadena Resident and Local Historian 

The Hotel Green, c. 1903 
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